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students. “We had to get approval
Garcia affirms that the way from our principal Dr. Chavez.
Drumline recruits from outside of Kennedy
they recruit is by having team On top of that… anybody that
by Claudia Delgadillo
sages from their band direc- members post and promote makes it [in] from another school,
Features Editor
tor and percussion instructor to on social media and give as I have to talk to the [student’s] diennedy High School’s marching band and their instructional director Wilber Ibarra have worked
on recruiting students with an
open audition from other schools
in the school district for the purpose of giving these students several opportunities to perform and
be a part the percussion program.
Kennedy High School, as Ibarra
claims, holds a successful program that allows students to be
a part of what they enjoy doing.
He aims on opening various opportunities to students who express
that they desire being a part of it.
Ibarra states that the reason
they’re “recruiting is because
[we’re] trying to offer other kids
from other schools that don’t
have a percussion program an opportunity to perform and play.”
Samantha Garcia is currently ;
basically section leader of the Student Andres Gonzalez rehearses his drum routine as he prepares for their next musical performance
percussion ensemble. Garcia’s the group. She has been a part much
information
needed. rector making sure that they’re
job as a leader is to relay mes- of the baseline for three years. it’s a process of recruiting the okay with it, making sure that

they give permission and we
have their blessing,” adds Ibarra.
Ibarra tries to make sure he gives
the student’s home school a priority understanding that because the
student is attending their regular
school, the student might not be
able to get to practice right away.
This gives them an exception
for not attending on time, however they “also have to agree
with our contract, our performances, and making sure that
everything
doesn’t
clash.”
In other words, the students
must attend practices regularly,
participate, and cooperate in
order to be a part of the team.
This also complies with Garcia, “We expect them to be able
to keep up with the pace of our
group and respect our instructors the way we do. We also want
people with great attitudes.”
Being a part of the program means
being a part of something more,
but Garcia concludes to welcome those who want it, “We…
want people with good attitudes.
If your hands are great but you’re
attitude, you can’t drum with us.”

Dancing through walls of Kennedy

The Big Talk On All The Boycotts

by Cynthia Sanchez

by Gabriela Artega

of the Anschutz Foundation that
certain organizations either the
Foundation or I have funded have
been supporting such causes,
we have immediately ceased all
contributions to such groups.”
To many this was a shock, and
they still believe that he did support these organizations in the
past. “Once he stated that he
cut ties with any past organizations that are homophobic, it
sort of made me believe that
he switched his views, which
is great, but it made me realize that I should be aware of the
things I support,” expressed Nathan Lara, an LGBTQ activist.
Although boycott is a way
people dismiss certain companies that’s against their point
of views, others think boycott
is pointless and hypocritical.
“I think boycotting can make a
change if it’s for the right thing.
Sometimes people take things
too serious and don’t get their
point across,” explains, Sebastian
Slaughter, a junior at Kennedy.
Life Decisions International, a
pro-life organization, has tried
multiple times to stop other corporations to stop donating to
Planned Parenthood, a business
that does many abortions. In
2012, they released a list of 282
companies who stopped funding
Planned Parenthood. The Life
Decisions International and Life
News Site are two of the many
businesses that have made lists
in their websites of companies to
boycott that fund to Planned Parenthood. The Life News Site also
has many petitions in their site to
defund Planned Parenthood. Father of two daughters, David Hernandez says, “I agree with these
companies going against abortion. Women decide to take away
a human’s life for the fault of their
own actions and it’s not right.”
Boycotting can either benefit or
detriment these businesses/companies and help the community
people want to live in. A voice
can be heard with this action.
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Kennedy’s dance team is in need of a new leader

C
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reating routines and committing to evening practices,
Kennedy’s Dance Crew has
enhanced their talent this past
year and has encouraged other
students to join their team so
that their dance passion is embraced through the Cougar campus; however, a change in captain might become a challenge.
Current president and captain
Claudia Delgadillo invests a lot
of her time attending outside
dance classes as well as leading
dance classes at school. She enjoys spreading her interests with
other members and being surrounded in a positive atmosphere .
K.D.C. performed at the Powderpuff game. Dancers were
excited to perform and have
been practicing since the beginning of the spring semester.
Delgadillo has an important
role as a leader; however starting
the club and managing it herself
has become very overwhelming. Delgadillo's one and a half
year role as captain is coming
to a close because she plans to
drop down from her position due
to the stresses of her personal
schedule. K.D.C. have experienced some hardships throughout the year. During club rush,
which occurred earlier this year,
K.D.C. had 40 names registered.
As the school year progressed,
K.D.C. experienced a drop in
members to the point where only
10 dancers remain. This decline
has caused changes for K.D.C.,
especially during practices, meetings, and organizing events.
A decrease in members took a
toll on K.D.C. when they were
planning to participate at the
homecoming game. The situation
caused some disorganized plans
because a new routine had to be
made and K.D.C. is considered
a club rather than a sport. This

stressful moment left K.D.C. without a performance that evening.
Delgadillo has support from
the ARC Coordinator, David Montoya; who helps supervise the club after school
and schedule events for them .
There are members willing to
step up into the position as captain and president. Kennedy junior Isela Cruz has been a part of
K.D.C since the beginning and
like Delgadillo, she attends outside dance classes as well. Cruz is
willing to fill in Delgadillo’s position; she knows she’ll have the
support from the other members.
Cruz understands the responsibility of managing a club, but members like herself would like some
guidance from Delgadillo before
she leaves. Cruz expressed that
communication is an important
factor when deciding who will
lead Kennedy Dance Crew. Cruz
explained that with the absence
of Delgadillo, it may be hard adjusting because K.D.C. has had
Delgadillo as a leader and is used
to the way Delgadillo ran things.
Cruz is willing to dedicate her
time to this club and help guide
it in a positive direction. She
hopes that K.D.C. will continue
to perform at school events, community events, and pep rallies.
Delgadillo desires that Kennedy Dance Crew will expand
in members and will participate
at a dance competition in the
near future. She hopes that after
she graduates, K.D.C. will have
new and different performances
for Kennedy. She enjoyed building the club and making a small
community. Despite the troubles
K.D.C. encounters, they continue to promote their club around
campus. K.D.C. members are
eager to see where their club
will end up; they enjoy being
a part of the dance team. They
only hope that members will
join before the school year ends.

Businesses and companies that people have boycotted
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ompanies, businesses, and
people have decided to boycott
other organizations that go against
their political and moral beliefs
to express their disappointment
towards those organizations.
Kellogg’s, the famous cereal
brand, and many other companies
have pledged to stop advertising
in the Breitbart News, which has
been described as a platform for
white nationalists who support the
“alt-right” movement. The Southern Poverty Law Center says the
“alt-right” movement is “a set of
far-right ideologies, groups and
individuals whose core belief is
that ‘white identity’ is under attack by multicultural forces using
‘political correctness’ and ‘social justice’ to undermine white
people and ‘their’ civilization.”
Kellogg’s spokeswoman Kris

Coachella is another business
many people have decided to
boycott after the speculation
that Philip Anschutz, who owns
AEG Live, the world's second
largest presenter of live music,
sports and entertainment including Coachella, has funded antiLGBTQ foundations groups.
From 2010-2013 Anschutz gave
the Alliance Defending Freedom, an organization that opposes LGBT rights $110,000.
From 2011-2013 he donated to
the Family Research Council,
an organization that argues that
being gay is a cover for promoting pedophilia, $30,000, and
also from 2011-2013 he donated
$150,000, to the National Christian Foundation, a pro-life group.
On January 5 Anschutz denied
the news and claimed, “Recent
claims published in the media
that I am anti-LGBTQ are noth-

Music fans attending the annual Coachella festival

Charles stated, “We regularly
work with our media-buying
partners to ensure our ads do
not appear on sites that are not
aligned with our values as a
company. We recently reviewed
the list of sites where our ads
can be placed and decided to
discontinue advertising on Breitbart.com. We are working to
remove our ads from that site.”

ing more than fake news – it is
all garbage...Both the Anschutz
Foundation and I contribute to
numerous organizations that
pursue a wide range of causes.
Neither I nor the Foundation
fund any organization with the
purpose or expectation that it
would finance anti-LGBTQ initiatives, and when it has come
to my attention or the attention

